The Connoisseur in Cut Glass.

Chooses Hawkins, in preference to any other. There is a difference in the character and beauty of the glass and hardware of the glasses that is not found in quite the same perfection of the Hawkins. And yet it costs no more than others. Of course, the price depends largely upon the elaborate design. We have, for instance, fruit bowls at all the way from $2 to $25; box bonbon dishes from $2.25 to $15; pepper shakers and salt cellars from $2.25 to $10, and a number of other superb table pieces in a wide variety of price and design. For wedding gifts, what could be better chosen than a piece of Hawkins Cut Glass.

Corner State and Oats Streets, Salem.

HARRIKA OF
THANKSGIVING

School doors will swing open on Wednesday and hundreds of happy pupils will be taken in mind for the holidays, with bounties that will not be forgotten. In the advertising columns have appeared thoughts of all the sweet moments of freedom and fun. Here's forgetting that saw till this hour, your hour, your love! Better to be kind to the hour. Thanksgiving, when all the days are dim and dear, will be as pleasant as it.

Our Woolen Mill Store for Boys

have been tested for 12 years and in almost every home in the central Willamette Valley and every home they tell the secret. Those who have seen our present line will tell that nothing so simple can't and find none where mills are best in the west, for our stock means of years and twice as long as any previous seasons. How the way they say:

Children's Suits $1.50, to $7.50, Youths' Suits $5 to $15

Salem Woolen Mill Store

C. P. Bishop, Proprietor.

TASHMOO

A Clear Hawaiian lilac size. For sale at all dealers, August House, Pacific City, Oregon.

Time is Precious

And so in a hasty manner, Watcher and she purchased c. V. G. A., a pair of diamond glass numbers, Des Moines. They ran always be deposited with us. We are always ready to deposit them.

C. T. POMEROY

Salem Daily Journal, October 4, 1893